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Abstract

Opinion summarization aims to create a con-001
cise summary reflecting subjective informa-002
tion conveyed by multiple user reviews about003
the same product. To avoid the high expense of004
curating golden summaries for training, many005
unsupervised methods have been recently de-006
veloped. Most state-of-the-art methods utilize007
the extracted segments following their salience008
ranking as pseudo labels to train a summary009
generator. However, the extracted salient seg-010
ments can be verbose and their reading or-011
der has been long overlooked. In this paper,012
we propose a reading order-aware framework,013
OrderSum, aiming to generate concise and log-014
ical summaries. Specifically, we first formu-015
late the segment ordering problem in pseudo016
labels as path-choosing and solve it using re-017
inforcement learning. Moreover, to generate018
a more concise summary, we propose to en-019
courage the generative model to skip useless020
words based on the token link information021
derived from concise sentences, which can022
be collected easily from massive raw reviews023
by considering the ratio of sentiment/aspect024
words. Extensive experiments demonstrate025
that OrderSum benefits from the awareness of026
reading order and the conciseness modeling,027
thus being more effective than existing unsu-028
pervised methods and achieving the state-of-029
the-art performance.030

1 Introduction031

The proliferation of opinions in online reviews led032

to the urgent need of automatically digesting multi-033

ple reviews to facilitate informed decision making.034

Opinion summarization is the task of automatically035

generating summaries for a set of opinions about036

a specific target (Conrad et al., 2009). Significant037

progress has been observed in the supervised set-038

ting (See et al., 2017; Chu and Liu, 2019), but most039

accurately-annotated summaries are always at high040

expense; thus, unsupervised opinion summariza-041

tion methods, both extractive and abstractive, have042

drawn more attention recently. 043

Extractive methods (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018; 044

Paul et al., 2010; Tian et al., 2020) extract segments 045

from the raw reviews and select the most salient 046

ones as the summary. These salient segments will 047

likely include important information for summa- 048

rization, however, they will also likely embed mi- 049

nor or even useless information. For example, as 050

shown in the first row of Table 1, “... and they seem 051

to be enjoying it” and “... what I’m used to which is 052

...” are not as important as other information in the 053

extracted summary. Therefore, extractive methods 054

typically suffer from the verbose issue. 055

Abstractive methods (Chu and Liu, 2019; Brazin- 056

skas et al., 2020b) mainly utilize the extracted seg- 057

ments following their salience ranking as pseudo 058

labels to train a summary generator. This avoids 059

directly using the extracted segments as summary 060

and possibly alleviates the verbose issue. However, 061

the reading order of these segments has been long 062

overlooked. Therefore, it remains hard for them 063

to generate a logical opinion summary considering 064

the semantic relationships between all the review 065

sentences of a single product. For example, as 066

shown in Table 1, texts such as “I would recom- 067

mend it to all” should be better if it is not be in the 068

middle of the summary. Otherwise, the fluency and 069

logic of the summarization would be harmed. 070

To address the above problems, we propose a 071

novel method OrderSum, which focuses on gener- 072

ating concise summaries in an order-aware manner. 073

We go beyond the popular design of using the ex- 074

tracted salient segments as pseudo labels to train a 075

summary generator, and further refine the pseudo 076

labels. We formulate the summary ordering prob- 077

lem as a path-choosing problem — the starting 078

point is empty, the ending point is an ordering of 079

segments, and the action is to choose which seg- 080

ments should be placed next. It is popular to apply 081

reinforcement learning for this kind of problem. 082

Specifically, we use policy gradient algorithm and 083
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Extractive: It fits nicely on their deck and they seem to be enjoying it. I would recommend it to all. They have
numerous pool parties and according to my daughter, this works great. Very different from what I’m used to which
is a regular freezer ice maker. perfect to have for entertaining. You just have to remember to empty it when not in use
and keep it clean.

Order-unaware Generative: It fits nicely on their deck and enjoy it. I would recommend it to all. They have numerous
pool parties and this works great. Very different from a regular freezer ice maker. It is perfect to have for entertaining.
Remember to empty it when not in use and keep it clean.

Our OrderSum:I would recommend it to all. It fits nicely on their deck. They have numerous pool parties and this works
great. It is perfect to have for entertaining. Very different from a regular freezer ice maker. It has never stopped or had any
kind of problem

Human Annotation:Awesome ice maker that is easy to use, makes ice quickly, and is much more reliable than most ice
makers built into refrigerators. Works well for parties and entertaining, RV traveling, as well as to save money not needing
to buy ice from the store. It will eventually pay for itself!

Table 1: Real examples of extractive and order-unaware generative summaries. For a fair comparison, they are
produced by the ablation versions of OrderSum, OrderSum-no-Abstractive and OrderSum-Order-unaware (see
Section 3.2). Potential verbose issue is marked in blue and potential ordering issue is marked in red.

find that ROUGE-L score is ideal to be used for the084

reward by its definition and experimental results.085

We further exploit the aspect and sentiment words086

extracted from the raw review corpus to construct087

a pool of concise review sentences by considering088

the ratio of aspect and sentiment words. When089

training the generator, we incorporate the token090

link information derived from the concise review091

pool to encourage the generator to ignore useless092

words and output more concise summaries.093

Our contributions are summarized as follows.094

• We are the first to rectify the order of extracted095

salient segments in pseudo labels. Specifically,096

we formulate this problem as path-choosing and097

solve it using reinforcement learning.098

• We propose to retrieve concise reviews from raw099

review corpus and then derive token link infor-100

mation to encourage the summary generator to101

ignore useless words.102

• We have conducted extensive experiments on103

benchmark datasets, which show the superiority104

of OrderSum over the state-of-the-art methods.105

2 Our OrderSum Method106

As shown in Figure 1, our method has three key107

components: (1) pseudo-label initialization by108

salient segments extraction. As the first step, we109

obtain the aspect words and sentiment words from110

the review corpus, and then rank the segments of111

reviews according to their aspect and sentiment112

scores; (2) pseudo-label refinement by segment or-113

der rectification. To rectify the salient segments in114

pseudo labels, we train an ordering module with115

policy gradient algorithm; (3) conciseness-aware116

summary generator training. We propose to create117

a concise review pool from the review corpus and118

derive token link information from the pool. We 119

leverage such derived link information to guide the 120

generative model to output concise reviews. 121

2.1 Label Initialization: Salience Ranking 122

This part is not the focus of our work, but for the 123

self-contained purpose, we briefly introduce how 124

to extract salient segments as pseudo labels. We 125

leave the details of deriving sentiment score and 126

aspect score for each word in the vocabulary in 127

Appendix. We denote S and A as the sentiment 128

word set and aspect word set, respectively. For a 129

wordw, its sentiment and aspect scores are denoted 130

as S(w) and A(w), respectively. All of the scores 131

are between 0 and 1. 132

We mainly follow the pipeline proposed in the 133

previous work (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018; Paul 134

et al., 2010; Tian et al., 2020) and measure the 135

importance of each segment in terms of sentiment 136

polarity and aspect tendency. Specifically, given a 137

text segment x, we formulate its sentiment score 138

and aspect score as follows. 139

Sentiment(x) = 1+
∑
w∈x
S(w); Aspect(x) = 1+

∑
w∈x
A(w) 140

where w refers to words in the segment and the 141

add-1 is designed to ensure the scores non-zero. 142

We then integrate these two scores using a regu- 143

larized geometric mean as follows: 144

RankScore(x) =
√

Sentiment(x)λ · Aspect(x) 145

where λ is a constant hyperparameter that unifies 146

the scale of the sentiment score and aspect score, 147

making the standard deviation of two distributions 148

the same. Note that λ is automatically decided for 149
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Great machine. Fun and easy to use. Easy to

follow directions. I would recommend this to

anyone looking for an electric tortilla maker!
The atmosphere here is great!

Input Review Corpus

This machine is great, but the price is a little high.

………………………………………….
I will get beck there again! The atmosphere is great.

……………………………………………………….

.local dive bar experience! Authentic phoenix

experience squished behind the starbucks. Pros:

Decent prices, $2 mystery shots, clean bathroom

…

Extractive Summary by Salience

The drinks here are well priced, especially during 

happy hour. There is a large variety of regulars 

from various backgrounds.

Concise Review Pool Token Link Information Link information-guided generator

• This machine is effective and

flexible, but the price is too high.

• There are various delicious food in

this restaurant, just enjoy yourself

here!

• Bartender was friendly and made

great shots, but here was messy.

• …

Token Top Linked Tokens

shoes fit, run, look, comfortable

cook pan, cake, baking, fresh

... ...
Rectified Order

① It is comfortable and the shoes is soft on feet. 

② great shoe for a great price. 

③ these shoes are sharp looking and work for regular feet. 

④ buying another pair in a different color.  

⑤ they run true to size and great colors. 

⑥ The shoes fit well.

① great shoe for a great price. 

② these shoes are sharp looking and work for regular feet.  

③ buying another pair in a different color. 

④ they run true to size and great colors. 

⑤ The shoes fit well

⑥ It is comfortable and the shoes is soft on feet. 

Summary ordered by Importance/Likelihood

Self-training using reinforcement 

learning algorithm. 

Initial Pseudo Labels by Salience Segment Extraction

Conciseness-aware Summary Generator

Pseudo Label Refinement 
by Segment Order Rectification

Final Output Summary

Figure 1: An overview of OrderSum. It contains three key components, (1) pseudo-label initialization by salient
segments extraction, (2) pseudo-label refinement by segment order rectification, and (3) conciseness-aware sum-
mary generator training. The final output of OrderSum is generated by the summary generator.

every dataset after observing the two distributions150

{Sentiment(x)} and {Aspect(x)}; no manual tun-151

ing is required. The higher the RankScore(x) is,152

the more likely a segment x is considered as impor-153

tant. For each review set of a single product, the154

top-10 segments with the highest rank scores will155

be selected, and they will be ordered by the rank156

score to form the initial pseudo labels.157

2.2 Label Refinement: Order Rectification158

In this component, we will rectify the order of159

segments in the pseudo labels.160

Ordering is Important. The order of segments in161

the extracted summary has been long overlooked by162

existing opinion summarization methods. Rouge163

scores (ShafieiBavani et al., 2017) are widely used164

criteria for opinion summarization. They measure165

the similarity between the gold summaries and the166

generated summaries. We experiment by randomly167

shuffling the extracted segments and observe how168

the performance changes. By definition, the R-1169

and R-2 scores1 focus more on the contents within170

a single segment, and thus should remain the same;171

on the other hand, the R-L score captures the order-172

ing of consecutive segments. In our experiments,173

the R-L of best ordering and that of worst ordering174

can fluctuate by about 5-8%. Given such a signif-175

icant R-L score difference, the ordering of these176

extracted segments should have significant impacts177

to the final opinion summary performance.178

Self-teaching Procedure. We have designed a179

self-teaching procedure to rectify the order. It starts180

1The definitions of Rouge-N (R-1 and R-2) and Rouge-L
(R-L) scores are given in Eq. ??.

with our salient segment ranking order, which is 181

typically adopted in existing unsupervised methods. 182

Intuitively, this ordering should outperform most 183

of the randomly shuffled summaries. We have con- 184

firmed this intuition by experiments on Yelp dataset 185

— the R-L score of randomly shuffled summariza- 186

tions will be about 5% lower than the default order- 187

ing ones. It makes sense because human-written 188

summaries will also consider to place the more im- 189

portant segments in the beginning. Therefore, our 190

self-teaching procedure starts from this ordering. 191

The segment ordering is never a simple ranking 192

problem because of its context-dependent nature. 193

For example, it is not ideal to place a segment “this 194

picture has amazing coloring” between two other 195

segments describing the prices of this picture. 196

We utilize policy gradient (PG) (Lin and Zhou, 197

2020) here to resort the order. The whole training 198

procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. In this method, 199

the neural network receives the input of current gen- 200

erated summary and the leftover segments, encode 201

them with several fully-connected layer, outputs 202

the softmax probabilities of choosing each next 203

segment. The neural network will be trained by 204

θt+1 = θt + αRt 5θ lnπ(at|st; θ), (1) 205

where θ is the model parameter and Rt denotes 206

the increase or decrease of R-L between current 207

ordered summary and “gold” summary after choos- 208

ing the tth segments. In the beginning, the default 209

ordering of segments (i.e., salience ranking) will be 210

used as “gold” summary to train the policy network 211

with PG. In each epoch of self-teaching stage, we 212

update the “gold” summary by the new ordered 213
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Algorithm 1 Ordering algorithm
Input: Generated segment set F for all test test
reviews
Parameter: Reinforcement Neural Network A(θ)
Output: Generated Summary S

1: Initialize the training dataset T as the default
ordering of segments in F

2: Train the Action Network with PG (see Eq. 1)
3: while epoch < MAX EPOCH or T keep

changing do
4: Update the training dataset T according to

Eq. 2
5: Add turbulence into the training dataset T
6: Train the Neural Network A with PG:

θt+1 = θt + αRt 5θ lnπ(at|st; θ)
7: end while
8: return T

summary by policy network A(θ) of product re-214

views. Specifically, we reconstruct the training215

dataset T by the following equation.216

Tt = {< F, argmax
order(F )

R-L(order(F )) >} (2)217

where Tt is the new training dataset T in the tth218

epoch, F refers to the salient segment set for each219

product as the initial pseudo label, and the argmax220

part computes a new “gold” ordering label for F221

towards the maximum R-L score.222

Turbulence. To prevent the reinforcement learn-223

ing process from simply overfitting the original224

salience ranking or the best ordering from the pre-225

vious epoch, we have added some randomness in226

the training process. Specifically, in the 5th line of227

Algorithm 1, we randomly choose part of the train-228

ing dataset Tt and exchange segments to distort229

the “gold” order for each product. In this way, the230

training process will not simply overfit the original231

salience ranking.232

The self-teaching training procedure will be233

stopped once the labels almost remain the same234

after each epoch, or the number of epochs reaches235

the maximum limit.236

2.3 Conciseness-aware Summary Generator237

In this component, we aim to alleviate the verbose238

issue caused by extractive pseudo labels. To guide239

the generator towards more concise summaries, we240

propose to identify concise review segments and241

derive token link information. Such token link242

information is further utilized to refine the pseudo 243

labels and also guide our generator to be more 244

concise. 245

Concise Review Pool. Given the huge volume of 246

raw reviews, the quality of these reviews usually 247

vary significantly. Therefore, before we construct 248

the concise review pool, we filter some obvious 249

low-quality reviews. When the average length of 250

single word in a review is too long or too short, this 251

review will not be considered because it’s likely 252

there exist too many informal words or messy usage 253

of whitespace/punctuation. 254

We further filter the reviewers who usually write 255

low-quality reviews. Specifically, we rank all the 256

reviewers in the corpus according to the ratio of 257

their reviews filtered by the aforementioned rule. 258

In our concise review pool, we only consider the 259

reviews from those top 30% ranked reviewers. Af- 260

ter these two filter steps, the quality of review pool 261

is improved greatly. 262

We then extract concise reviewers from the fil- 263

tered review pool. We define the conciseness of 264

a product review as the ratio of sentiment words 265

and aspect words in the whole review texts. The 266

top 10% reviews with the highest ratios form the 267

concise review pool. 268

Token Link Information Derivation. We design 269

a function to measure the relatedness between to- 270

kens from the concise review pool. The basic in- 271

tuition behind is that if two words co-occurs more 272

frequently in the concise review pool, it is more 273

likely that they should be generated in the near re- 274

gion and contains little useless information. More 275

specifically, the summarization should focus less on 276

those words or phrases if the meaning of the whole 277

sentence will basically remains the same even if 278

they are removed. After stopwords are filtered, we 279

use P (a → b) to represented the probability of 280

word a occurs just within a size-s window after b 281

in the concise review pool. Specifically, 282

P (a → b) =
#(a → b)∑
w #(a → w)

, (3) 283

where #(a → b) denotes the number of times 284

b occurs within a size-s window after a, and w 285

refers to all the words which occurs more than σ 286

times after word a within a size-s window. Here, σ 287

plays a role of minimum support number to filter 288

out too rare cases. s is typically a small value 289

to set a proper context for consideration. In our 290

experiments, we set σ = 5 and s = 3 for both 291

datasets. It is by no means that these values are 292
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optimal — we only want to showcase that token293

link information derived in this way can improve294

the conciseness of the generated summary.295

Guided Summary Generation. The ordered seg-296

ments will be input as a whole into the genera-297

tor, and the output will be a paragraph of review298

summarization. The refined pseudo labels will be299

processed here to cut off some extra information.300

Specifically, we go through every pseudo-label301

summary from left to right, and at each position,302

check if the top-ranked tokens with highest link303

information score with current token exist in the304

near area. If so, we directly jump to that position305

and ignore the texts in between.306

For the generator, we propose a variant307

of sequence-to-sequence LM in (Dong308

et al., 2019). The encoder and decoder309

and implemented by a single Bert (Devlin310

et al., 2018). The input is represented as311

[CLS]x1x2x3 . . . xn[SEP ]y1y2 . . . ym[SEP ],312

where xi denotes the ith token in the input313

texts, yi denotes the ith token in the generated314

summarization.315

The Bert maps a sequence of tokens in x316

to a sequence of continuous hidden represen-317

tations (h1, . . . ,h|x|) with self-attention mecha-318

nism where |x| is length of the summarization,319

and the Bert model then generates the target320

keyphrase (y1, y2, . . . , y|y|) token-by-token in an321

auto-regressive manner (|y| denotes the number of322

tokens in the keyphrase). where htenc, and ht
′
dec are323

hidden states at time t/t′ for encoder and decoder324

respectively; fenc and fdec are auto-regressive func-325

tions implemented by LSTM cells; ot
′−1 is the pre-326

dicted output of decoder at time t′ − 1; and c is the327

context vector derived from all the hidden states of328

encoder through a non-linear function q.329

In the first timestep, all the yi are [MASK]330

means they are masked. At the timestep t, yi(i > t)331

are still [MASK], the prediction of yt is deter-332

mined based on a distribution over a fixed vocabu-333

lary, conditioned on the input texts and previously334

generated tokens as follows:335

pg(y
t|y1,...,t−1,x) = fout(attn(h

1, ...,ht−1), P (yt−1 → yt))336

where fout is a softmax classifier with an atten-337

tion mechanism, attn is a self-attention layer.338

Compared to classical generator, the extra term339

P (yt
′−1 → yt

′
) utilizes concise token information340

to guide the generator output more concise sum-341

marization, because it encourages the generator to342

skip useless words (e.g., stopwords).343

Table 2: Statistics of datasets. Following other unsu-
pervised opinion summarization methods (Brazinskas
et al., 2020a,b), training set only contains raw reviews,
only validation set and test set contains include the sum-
mary label.

Yelp Train Validation Test
#review 1,016,137 240 320
#token/review 55.8 0 0

Amazon Train Vlidation Test
#review 3,889,782 96 160
#token/review 65.7 49.9 49.1

3 Experiments 344

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments 345

to compare our OrderSum method with many other 346

methods on two benchmark datasets. 347

3.1 Datasets 348

We perform experiments on the benchmark Ama- 349

zon dataset (He and McAuley, 2016) and Yelp 350

dataset 2. They both include a large training corpus 351

of reviews for businesses without gold standard 352

summaries. Following previous work (Brazinskas 353

et al., 2020a), we selected 4 categories from the 354

Amazon dataset: Electronics; Clothing, Shoes and 355

Jewelry; Home and Kitchen; Health and Personal 356

Care. In the test set of both datasets, 3 expert- 357

written label summaries are conditioned on 8 re- 358

views for each product. 359

3.2 Compared Methods 360

To show the superiority of our model, we compare 361

our method with the following state-of-the-art un- 362

supervised methods: 363

• MEANSUM (Chu and Liu, 2019) consists of an 364

auto-encoder where the mean of the representa- 365

tions of the input reviews decodes to a reasonable 366

summary-review. 367

• COPYCAT (Brazinskas et al., 2020b) models 368

review groups with continuous latent representa- 369

tions, and applied novelty reduction mechanism 370

and copy mechanism. 371

• PLANSUM (Amplayo et al., 2021) explicitly in- 372

corporates content planning that takes the form of 373

aspect and sentiment distributions derived from 374

data, and the synthetic datasets are created by 375

sampling pseudo-reviews from a Dirichlet distri- 376

bution parameterized by the content planner. 377

We have also explored four variants of our 378

OrderSum as follows. (1) OrderSum-No- 379

2https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
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Table 3: Automatic and Human Evaluations on Amazon and Yelp datasets. Human Evaluation range from 1worst
to 4best.

Yelp Amazon

Model R-1 R-2 R-L Info Read Corr R-1 R-2 R-L Info Read Corr

MEANSUM 0.289 0.037 0.159 1.88(± 0.91) 1.50(± 0.86) 1.65(± 0.94) 0.292 0.047 0.187 1.79(± 0.81) 1.96(± 0.97) 1.93(± 0.93)
COPYCAT 0.295 0.053 0.181 2.38(± 1.07) 2.76(± 0.94) 2.64(± 1.13) 0.320 0.058 0.201 2.46(± 0.95) 2.72(± 0.94) 2.66(± 1.08)
PLANSUM 0.348 0.070 0.197 2.48(± 0.87) 2.68(± 0.84) 2.59(± 0.96) 0.329 0.061 0.191 2.56(± 1.02) 2.34(± 0.86) 2.40(± 1.04)
OrderSum 0.357 0.081 0.215 3.26(± 0.89) 3.05(± 0.84) 3.12(± 0.96) 0.339 0.071 0.211 3.19(± 0.86) 2.98(± 0.90) 3.01(± 0.99)

Table 4: Ablation Study on Amazon and Yelp datasets.

Yelp Amazon

Model R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

OrderSum 0.357 0.081 0.215 0.339 0.071 0.211
OrderSum-No-Absractive 0.342 0.065 0.194 0.328 0.062 0.192
OrderSum-Order-unaware 0.357 0.073 0.180 0.331 0.064 0.178
OrderSum-No-LinkInfo 0.346 0.070 0.202 0.331 0.066 0.199

OrderSum-Random 0.312 0.064 0.185 0.308 0.059 0.176

Abstractive directly uses the extracted salient seg-380

ments following the rectified order as the output.381

This variant presents the quality of the pseudo382

labels after rectification. It can be also viewed383

as a strong extractive baseline. (2) OrderSum-384

Order-unaware skips the pseudo label rectifica-385

tion step and keeps the other parts the same. (3)386

OrderSum-No-LinkInfo ignores the link informa-387

tion and sticks to the traditional generator. (4)388

OrderSum-Random randomly choose one of the389

reviews as the pseudo-label.390

Because most, if not all, existing extractive meth-391

ods perform worse than the abstractive ones, we do392

not include extractive methods for comparison.393

3.3 Evaluation Metrics394

Automatic Evaluation. ROUGE score (Lin, 2004)395

is a standard summarization metric to measure the396

correlation between a generated summary and the397

reference summary. In our experiment, we use398

the Rouge-1 (R-1), Rouge-2 (R-2), and Rouge-L399

(R-L) for each product/business and then average400

them across different products/businesses as the401

automatic evaluation. Rouge score can avoid the402

hallucinating facts and entities problem in some403

way (Falke et al., 2019).404

Human Evaluation. Following previous405

work (Zhang et al., 2021), we use the informative-406

ness (Info), readability (Read) and correlations407

(Corr) between generated summaries and gold408

summaries as our human evaluation criteria.409

Specifically, human evaluation for the generated410

summaries is conducted to quantify the qualitative411

results of each model. We have hired 25 annotators 412

to ensure a high-quality evaluation. For each 413

dataset, we randomly select 30 products/businesses 414

and present the summaries generated by all 4 415

compared baselines in a random order to each 416

human interviewee. For a specific criterion, 417

different summaries will be ranked by the human 418

interviewee, receiving a score from 4 (the best) 419

to 1 (the worst). We report the average scores for 420

each method on each dataset. 421

3.4 Hyper-parameter Settings 422

The dimension of embeddings layer is 300, and 423

the embeddings dropout is 0.1. We used a stack 424

of 3 layers LSTM, the hidden dimension is 256, 425

the batch size is 32, the maximal epoch is 30 426

and the dropout is 0.3. We use the Adam opti- 427

mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) and the decayed 428

learning rate is initialized as 0.001. In our experi- 429

ments, the hyperparameter tuning was based on the 430

Yelp and Amazon validation sets as the previous 431

work (Brazinskas et al., 2020a). Our model was 432

trained on a single NVIDIA A6000 GPU and is 433

implemented using PyTorch. 434

3.5 Results and Discussions 435

Our main results are shown in Table 3. As one 436

can see, OrderSum has achieved the best perfor- 437

mance compared to three recent state-of-the-art 438

unsupervised methods in terms of all the automatic 439

and human evaluation scores. PLANSUM has the 440

second best performance. Among R-1, R-2 and 441

R-L scores, R-L is arguably the most difficult to 442

improve. OrderSum has about 1.5% R-L improve- 443

ment over PLANSUM, which shall be considered 444

as significant. Among all three human evaluation 445

criteria, the gap of informativeness score between 446

OrderSum and other models is the most obvious. 447

To investigate the role of each component, three 448

ablations of OrderSum are also compared. The 449

performance are shown in 4. OrderSum-No- 450

Abstractive shows relatively obvious drops in R-1 451
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Generated without link information
It is very comfortable. the shoes is soft. great shoe for a price. these shoes are really sharp looking and probably would work for regular 
feet. I buying another pair in a different color. they run true to size and the colors are great. the shoes are the perfect fit for me.

Initial Pseudo Label
It is very comfortable and the shoes is soft on feet. great shoe for a great price. these shoes are awesome. They are really sharp looking
and probably would work for someone with a regular feet. I will be buying another pair in a different color. they run true to size and the
colors are great. the shoes are the perfect fit for me.

Generated with link information
It is comfortable and the shoes is soft on feet. great shoe for a great price. these shoes are sharp looking and work for regular feet. 
buying another pair in a different color. they run true to size and great colors. The shoes fit well.

Figure 2: Example summaries for a product in the Amazon dataset, investigating the influence of link information.

and R-2, because extracted salient segments typ-452

ically carry some redundant information, thus se-453

riously influencing the number of unmatched un-454

igrams and bigrams. Also, the informativeness455

of OrderSum-No-Abstractive is close to that of456

OrderSum, its readability and correlation scores457

are far worse than OrderSum. It means the abstrac-458

tive stage did not influence the main content of the459

generated summary, but improved the readability460

much by cutting off those redundant texts.461

There is not much gap between the R-1 and R-462

2 scores of OrderSum-Order-unaware and that of463

OrderSum, because the ordering step mainly in-464

fluence the R-L score according to our previous465

analysis. Without the segment order rectification466

step for pseudo labels, the R-L score is only better467

than MEANSUM. This demonstrates the impor-468

tance and necessity of our order rectification step.469

OrderSum-No-LinkInfo does not utilize token470

link information in the abstractive stage, so the R-2471

score is between that of OrderSum and OrderSum-472

No-Abstractive. OrderSum-No-LinkInfo has the473

highest R-L score except OrderSum, which means474

the link information will bring minor influences to475

the logic flow of generated summary.476

3.6 Case Studies: Conciseness in Summaries477

Token link information is derived from the raw478

review corpus and designed to improve the concise-479

ness of generated summaries. In this section, we480

present some case studies.481

Table 5 presents link information for three exam-482

ple tokens from Amazon dataset. One can easily483

find the top-ranked link tokens are closely related484

to the tokens of interest.485

Figure 2 presents a case about how the link in-486

formation would affect the generated summary.487

Guided by the token link information, “the shoes488

are perfect fit for me” has been changed to “the489

shoes fit well”, and at the same time, some auxil-490

iary words such as “very” and “probably would”491

Table 5: Example Token Link Information on the Ama-
zon Dataset.

Token a Token b with top 5 P (a → b)

shoes fit, run, work, look, comfortable
cook pans, cake, baking, fresh, breakfast

battery life, lasts, operated, recharging, charger

have been completely skipped. This is really mak- 492

ing the generated summary more concise. 493

3.7 Case Studies: Logic Flow in Summaries 494

From the entire review corpus, we expect the model 495

to learn the general and natural logic flow of an 496

opinion summarization. 497

Figure 3 shows the generated summaries by 498

OrderSum and its variants for a certain product 499

in the Amazon dataset. In this case, we argue that 500

it is better to place the overall comment such as 501

“I would recommend it” in the beginning of the 502

summary; also, sentences describing the same as- 503

pect of the product (e.g., “easy”) should be next to 504

each other. The expression logic in the summary 505

generated by OrderSum-Order-unaware is not very 506

smooth. It will jump between different aspects of a 507

product randomly, which increase the difficulty for 508

the reader to quickly grasp the key message. 509

4 Related Work 510

Existing work on unsupervised opinion summariza- 511

tion can be categorized into extractive methods and 512

abstractive methods. 513

Extractive methods tries to select salient seg- 514

ments from the input reviews. Most of them (Ange- 515

lidis and Lapata, 2018; Paul et al., 2010; Tian et al., 516

2020) assign sentiment polarity to each segment, 517

then induce aspect labels from raw texts or a small 518

number of gold summaries, finally design a heuris- 519

tic function or a clustering method to construct the 520

opinion summarization. Nishikawa et al. (2010) 521

also focuses on the ordering phrase by linear in- 522
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OrderSum-no-Abstractive
I would recommend this to anyone looking for an electric tortilla maker! Great machine. Love this tortilla maker. 
Probably great and easy for tortillas. Fun and easy to use. Easy to follow directions. Tortillas taste so fresh. I use it 3-4 
times a week and perfect tortillas every time. 

OrderSum
I would recommend this! Love this tortilla maker. It is a great machine. Fun and easy to use. Easy to follow directions.
Probably great and easy for tortillas. Perfect tortillas every time. Tortillas taste so fresh.

OrderSum-Order-unaware
It is a great machine. Fun and easy to use. Easy to follow directions. I would recommend this! Tortillas taste so fresh. 
Love this tortilla maker. Perfect tortillas every time. Probably great and easy for tortillas.

Figure 3: Example summaries for a product in the Amazon dataset, investigating the influence of ordering.

teger programming, but it is a supervised method.523

The performance of this type of methods is typi-524

cally limited by the quality of aspect words and525

sentiment words. Also, as shown in our analyses526

and experiments, the selected segments are usually527

redundant and the salience ranking order does not528

necessarily match the best logical order, which can529

both hurt the summarization performance.530

Abstactive methods are recently more popular531

and their performance are better than pure extrac-532

tive ones. Abstractive methods (Chu and Liu, 2019;533

Brazinskas et al., 2020b) are trained on large collec-534

tions of unannotated product reviews, attempting to535

model the prevalent opinions in the input reviews536

and generate texts that articulate them. Chu and537

Liu (2019) directly inputs the average embeddings538

of reviews in to the decoder to generate opinion539

summarization. There are several recent methods540

incorporate other resources into the unsupervised541

opinion summarization problem, such as the as-542

pect and sentiment distributions in the encoding543

stage (Amplayo et al., 2021) and topic-tree struc-544

ture (Isonuma et al., 2021). Wang and Wan (2021)545

utilizes contrastive learning to learn the crucial as-546

pect and sentiment embeddings of reviews. They547

are considered to be more informative and less re-548

dundant than pure extractive methods, as confirmed549

in our experiments. OrderSum improves over exist-550

ing abstractive methods by rectifying the segment551

order in pseudo labels and also incorporating the552

token link information. These techniques as shown553

in our ablation study can improve the logical order554

and the conciseness of the generated reviews.555

Our work is also closely related to reinforce-556

ment learning, which is very popular recently and557

achieves great performance in many areas (El-558

Laham and Bugallo, 2021). The policy gradient559

method is classical and easily used in many prob-560

lems (Paternain et al., 2021) once the state space,561

action space and reward are set properly. This 562

method is very suitable to solve problem such as 563

path planning (Cui and Wang, 2021; Sang et al., 564

2021), so once we transform the ordering stage of 565

OrderSum into a similar problem, it is natural to 566

apply this technique. 567

Copy mechanism (Meng et al., 2017) is widely 568

used for opinion summarization problem (Brazin- 569

skas et al., 2020b). When generating the summa- 570

rization, copy mechanism will focus more on the 571

token existed in the input texts. The way we use to- 572

ken link information is similar to copy mechanism, 573

however, our method has some unique advantages. 574

First, copy mechanism will only influence the pre- 575

dicted probability of tokens existed in the input 576

texts, while our method will influence the tokens 577

out of the input texts as long as they exist in the raw 578

review corpus and are suitable for the logical flow. 579

Second, copy mechanism did not explicitly utilize 580

the the whole raw review corpus for each input, but 581

the extra term in our method are computed from 582

the statistics of the whole raw review corpus. 583

5 Conclusions and Future Work 584

In this paper, we propose a novel method 585

OrderSum for unsupervised opinion summariza- 586

tion problem. OrderSum mainly improves the sum- 587

mary quality by rectifying the segment order in 588

the pseudo labels and encouraging conciseness in 589

the generator training. From our extensive experi- 590

ments, based on both automatic and human evalu- 591

ations, we have demonstrated that the superiority 592

of OrderSum over state-of-the-art methods as well 593

as the importance and necessity of each individual 594

component of OrderSum. In the future, we will 595

explore to fuse the ordering stage into the generat- 596

ing stage, making it an end-to-end model. Besides, 597

the token link information can also be improved by 598

dynamically adjustment in the training stage. 599
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6 Ethical Considerations600

The datasets used in our experiments are open re-601

sources on Internet; our work can be applied to602

extract concise review summary from a large num-603

ber of reviews on the websites. They seem to be604

low-risk applications for us; we also avoid ‘attribut-605

ing identity characteristics’ in our work; our work606

doesn’t require much computing resources, so there607

is not much energy consuming.608
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